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Coates delivers resonant address on blackness in America

Ta-Nehisi Coates spoke at the Lawrence Memorial Chapel on Thurday, Nov. 5.
Photo by Luke Payne

Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Ta-Nehisi Coates, known
for work such as “The Case for
Reparations” and this year’s
“Between the World and Me,”
which has been shortlisted for
the National Book Award and
acclaimed by figures such as
Toni Morrison to Jay-Z, visited

Lawrence on Thursday, Nov. 5 to
deliver a convocation titled “Race
in America: A Deeper Black.”
Coates’ writing and what he calls
the “Struggle,” is not, he emphasizes, the same as “hope” or “the
dream.” They are altogether different, more pragmatic, more
focused on what can be done now
and in the future, rather than idealism.

Before speaking to the
packed and nearly overflowing Lawrence Memorial Chapel,
Coates met Lawrence students
in a private RSVP-necessary session on Wednesday, Nov. 4 in the
Warch Campus Center cinema.
Coates jokingly quipped after getting two rounds of applause that
he was more than satisfied with
the first one.

What Coates said, and what
has made him into a figure of such
acclaim and attention, is a simple
yet deeply uncensored claim: the
concept that the bodies of black
people in America, since before
this nation was even founded, do
not belong to black Americans and
are constantly at risk for destruction in a variety of forms. As he
explained, black people have been

enslaved, exploited and discriminated against for much longer
than they have been free in this
country, and what freedom they
have had since the Emancipation
of Lincoln’s time has been compromised by Jim Crow, sharecropping, segregation and racist
policies that range from the drug

See page 2

Students protest against racism and hate speech in Appleton
Noah Gunther
News Editor

______________________

THIS

WEEK

Approximately 20 students held signs in the rain on Saturday, Oct. 31 in downtown Appleton.
Photo courtesy of Kathy Flores

“I don’t feel safe in Appleton,
Wisconsin,” said Senior Oumou
Cisse, explaining her motivation
for organizing the protest that
took place in the Appleton City
Center plaza and on College Ave.
last Saturday, Oct. 31. “We really
need to reevaluate our integrity as
an institution and as a community
if we say we value our students
of color and want to retain them,”
continued Cisse.
“Racism is a real issue
that is harming this community
and this institution…This is very
much an everyday reality for many
students here and it is just being
swept under the rug like many
other social justice issues that
continue to be dealt with,” said
Cisse. Cisse cited an article published by the Root in November of
last year titled “The 5 Worst States
for Black People,” explaining that
Wisconsin is one of the worst
states for black people to live, due
to disproportionate incarceration
rates, poor education rates and
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Richard Davidson teaches well-being

Protest

continued from page 1
segregation of the black community, among other factors.
The protest included about
20 Lawrence students of various
backgrounds. However, the shared
sentiment was clear: Appleton
does not feel safe, and Lawrence
has not responded with adequate
measures to ensure the safety of
students of color in the community.
Senior Jaime Gonzalez was
one of the students who participated in Saturday’s protest,
marching up and down College
Ave. in the rain and, at one point,
into City Council chambers.
“[…] As [a] person who
receives racist and hateful comments from the Appleton community while on College Avenue
and throughout the Fox Valley, I
wanted the community to know
that we are tired of the harassment and things need to change,”
said Gonzalez.
“I think Appleton and
Lawrence do a great job of working together on collaborative
efforts that benefit each other in

terms of volunteerism, internships and events but it doesn’t do
a good job of addressing issues of
racism, homophobia and transphobia in relation to the safety
of Lawrence students,” he continued, explaining the apparent conflict of ideologies visible between
Lawrence and the Appleton community regarding issues of social
justice.
Cisse believes that the next
step after the protest is a series
of conversations, both among
Lawrence community members
and the city of Appleton in general.
“All of these [negative] comments
heard during the protest and written online reaffirm experiences of
many students of color and show
how crucial events like this are,
because we do have people in our
community that really don’t want
us to be here,” said Cisse. “[…] this
needs to end now. We are tired of
waiting for things to change.”
In response to the event,
President Burstein has asked
Lawrence students of color to
attend a dinner and conversation
on Tuesday, Nov. 17 at Sankofa
House.

UW-Madison‘s Richard Davidson spoke about mindfulness well-being on Thursday , Oct. 28 in the Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Luke Payne

Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer

____________________________________

William James and Vilas
Professor of Psychology and
Psychiatry Richard Davidson,
an expert in neuroscience at the
University of Wisconsin-Madison,
gave a lecture titled “Well-Being
is a Skill” on Thursday, Oct. 28,
from 11:10 a.m. to 12:30 p.m. in
Memorial Chapel. The lecture was
free and open to all members of
the community and was part of
two lecture series sponsored by a
grant from the Mellon Foundation.
The two lecture series
responsible for co-sponsoring
the event are the Liberal Arts in
the Century of the Brain Series
and the Contemplative Studies
Series. Both earn funding from the
Andrew W. Mellon Foundation.
Lawrence University has connections with the Mellon Foundation
as former professor Nathan
Pusey was the president of The
Mellon Foundation from 1971
to 1975. The Andrew W. Mellon
Foundation is a not-for-profit corporation with annual grants that
allow groups of faculty to explore,
expand, deepen, plan and assess
interdisciplinary activities.
The Liberal Arts in the
Century of the Brain Series is
organized by neuroscience and
cognitive science faculty interested in how neuroscience research
and cognitive studies can help
better understand the humanities.
New imaging technologies and the
questions concerning brain function that arise from them were
considerations in the development
of the series. The Contemplative
Studies Series is coordinated by
faculty from various University
departments. They are focused on
the development of an interdisciplinary area in the burgeoning discipline of Contemplative Studies.
In their grant proposal, the
group explained, “Contemplative
Studies” refers to a range of practices and perspectives that promote an integration of modes of
knowing whereby the abstract
and rational faculties that are the
mainstay of higher education are
balanced and complemented by
the subjective, reflective, intuitive
and experiential.”

Richard Davidson is an internationally recognized neuroscientist and expert on the impact of
contemplative practices. Davidson
is the William James and Vilas
Research Professor of Psychology
and Psychiatry and the Director
of the Waisman Laboratory for
Brain Imaging and Behavior at
the University of WisconsinMadison. Additionally, he founded the Center for Investigating
Healthy Minds at UW Madison.
His research investigates “neural
bases of emotion and methods
to promote human flourishing
including meditation and related
contemplative practices.”
In addition to being an author
of numerous scientific publications and books, Davidson has
conducted influential research.
He has worked closely with the
Dalai Lama, the spiritual leader
of Tibet, in studying the effects
of meditation on the brains of
trained monks. The American
Psychological Association awarded him the Distinguished Scientific
Contribution Award in 2000, and
Time magazine named him one
of the 100 Most Influential People
in 2006.
Davidson’s lecture explored
the question of why people have
differences in resilience in the face
of adversity. He explained that
while the “slings and arrows of
life” cannot be avoided, each person can take control of their own
mind. The lecture emphasized the
importance of studying the effects
of kindness and compassion on
the mind and body.
Davidson highlighted the
important relationship between
contemplative practices and scientific studies. He cited neuroplasticity (the ability of the brain
to change and adapt), epigenetics
(the science of how genes are regulated), communication between
the brain and the body, and innate
basic goodness (the bias for altruism) as areas that connect contemplative practices and scientific
research. An example given of
research on innate basic goodness was tracking the response
of babies to videos. One video
demonstrated a helpful interaction while the other demonstrated
a hindering interaction. Infrared

lasers tracking the baby’s eye
movements showed that babies
strongly preferred to look at the
helper video.
Davidson also demonstrated how contemplative practices
can affect the brain. In his studies on Tibetan monks, Davidson
showed how meditation induced
brain patterns similar to those
seen in deep sleep. Additionally,
he explained four elements of
well-being connected to the mind.
They included resilience (rate of
recovery from adversity), outlook
(how positively or negatively one
sees the world), attention, and
generosity. Davidson showed
how contemplative practices
can help the mind control elements of well-being. He explained
a study showing that meditation
improved people’s attention and
focus. Furthermore, he showed
how control over elements of
well-being affects individuals. One
study demonstrated that children
with more self-control at an early
age had greater success, better
health and greater happiness as
adults than children with less control.
Sophomore and intended
neuroscience major Janey Degnan,
appreciated the lecture’s modern,
scientific perspective reaffirming
the benefits of age-old practices.
She remarked, “I especially liked
how [he showed] his research
[has] scientifically measured the
effects of practices like meditation.” She went on to comment
how the lecture could generate
more awareness of meditation
and its benefits.
Assistant
Professor
of
Psychology Lori Hilt also recognized potentially beneficial topics
for students in the lecture. She
commented how she hoped the
lecture will “lead to further discussions on campus about neuroscience and what it can help us
understand.” She added, “I also
hope that it can lead to discussions about contemplative practices that may help with individual stress regulation and greater
interpersonal understanding and
compassion.”

Coates

continued from page 1
wars to unfair housing practices
to mass incarceration. As Coates
wrote in “Between the World and
Me,” “[In America] it is traditional
to destroy the black body—it is
heritage.”
Coates spoke about Prince
Carmen Jones, a friend from his
days at Howard University who
was followed by disguised police
officers through three jurisdictions and who did not identify
themselves when they confronted
and shot him. Coates lamented on
the lost promise, on the loss of a
person who through his life and
the lives of his family had been
utterly loyal to America, had been
the “twice as good” that was necessary for his family to chase the
American Dream, and who had
been destroyed by a presumption
made by the police officers who
killed him.
What is truly horrific, Coates
said, is that this example is nothing unique. As Coates told it, what
happened to Jones could have easily happened to him, to anyone,
just based upon a presumption
and the will of a system that is
centuries old.
“How do we live in such a
world?” Coates asked. How do we
live in a nation where one-fifth
of its citizens from birth to death
have every wall raised against
them. Coates listed numbers,

statistics, and evidence that was
personal, anecdotal and based in
history and law. How do we live in
that world?
Coates admits that he does
not know the answer to that question. He offered suggestions, yes:
reparations and systemic overhauls among them, but speaking
in the Chapel and the Warch cinema, he admitted his limits and
his assumptions. Coates spoke of
growing up in a previous generation, of segregated west Baltimore,
of the historically black Howard
University and of an age before
social media. Coates admitted
there are experiences beyond his
knowledge. He cannot tell us what
to do to improve Appleton simply
because it’s outside of his personal experience. It is, he spoke in
those rooms, the responsibility of
the generation that composed the
majority of his audience.
These words come at a particularly tense time, with the recent
protests by Lawrence students
against racism in Appleton and
the lack of initiative the administration has taken regarding it.
Coates spoke about the forces of
racism and how centuries of history and conditioning lead men
and women to hurt each other, not
as person to person, but as representations of larger ideals. “Until
we reckon with our compounding moral debts,” writes Coates,
“America will never be whole.”
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HELP
Contamination
This serial story is a collaboration between the members of
Lawrence University’s Creative Writing Club.

This week’s installation is written by Rose Nelson.

I didn’t expect this.
I write to you today from the inside
of an old rusty water container
that I managed to climb into when
their backs were turned.
I’m not especially optimistic at
this particular moment in time.
This story started so dully.
I’m trying to write this as lightly
as possible so that they don’t hear
my pen.
Why did I just waste my time on
that sentence?
Or that one for that matter?
I’m afraid that whoever finds
this will see my compulsion to
constantly write as a less-thancharming eccentricity, but right
now I’m more afraid that they’ll
find me, and no one will ever find
my eccentricities either charming or irritating because I will be
dead.
I should stop freaking out.
I should focus. I should come up
with a plan.
I can’t.
I need to concentrate on not

breathing too loudly.
One is passing.

One is gone but there are others.
At least three. Why are there so
many? If I survive this, my next
article for the paper will be about
investigating the goon quota at the
water processing plant. Whatever
it is, I bet they’re fulfilling it.

The whole place seems to be full
of goons. The processing plant, the
office, the grounds. I overheard
one talking to another about getting his cousin a job at the plant
when the plan succeeds and the
plant expands.

That was when I gasped, and they
saw me. They chased me, and
more and more joined the chase.
It was amazing I was able to make
it out of the plant and into this old
equipment yard.
His passing by just now forced me
to stop writing and look up out-

side of my hiding place. I noticed
how close the fence is. If I time it
right, I can climb out of this safety
hazard, run to the fence, climb
it, and I’ll be back on campus. It
will be the student garden, so my
cover will be low, but maybe there
will be some night gardener who
will help me. Maybe someone will
help me. I have to try.
Another one passed by. Do they
know I’m here? Why do they keep
searching? Why haven’t they given
up?

That Big Paper You Still Have
Fiona Masterton
Columnist

________________________________________________________

Dear Fiona,
I have a research paper due at the end
of the term for a class I’m in, and I have no
idea how to write it. It is supposed to be fifteen pages, which is so much more than what
I am used to writing. How do I pick a topic?
How do I research my topic once I’ve found
it? How do I even begin to write something
that long? I have no idea.
- Worried Writer
Dear Worried Writer,
This is pretty much my area of expertise, so have no fear. Your first research paper is a scary thing, but once you have it under your belt you won’t be fazed when you
have to write another one. Some people
will tell you that there is a simple formula
for research papers and that they are pretty
much all the same. In a certain sense, that is
true. There are some guidelines that apply
to all research papers, but at the same time
it’s important to grant yourself the freedom
to break from convention if it serves the
purposes of your paper.
First things first, let’s talk about topics.
There is no golden rule for picking a topic.
If you are struggling to find one you should
probably visit your professor during office
hours and throw some ideas around. When
trying to come up with a research topic, I
usually take something that piqued my interest but was talked about only briefly in
class. That way, it’s related to the major
themes of your class without just repeating
what you’ve been told in lecture.
So, now that you have a research topic,
it’s time to do research on it. Everyone has
their own methods of research that work
best for them, but a good way to start is to
make a research appointment with a reference librarian. They can help you scrounge
up secondary and primary sources. Anoth-

er good way is to take a look around JSTOR
or Credo Reference and see if you can find
some scholarly articles on your topic. Primary sources are a little trickier to locate,
especially if your topic is still a bit vague,
but an appointment with a reference librarian should help quite a lot.
So now you have to turn that research
into a paper. Some classes that you will take
here will actually give you pretty good directions for a research paper, but others
will not. Bear in mind that I am a history
major, and most of what I will say works
very well for history research papers but
may not work as well for other types of research papers.
However, this stuff is pretty basic, so
you should be able to tweak it so that it
works for whatever kind of research paper you are doing. What follows is what I
learned from a professor of mine while taking HIST 620. What he told us in that class
has been monumentally helpful for every
research paper I have written since. I had
sort of gathered most of the information
haphazardly over the previous two years as
I stumbled through research papers, but I
had never seen it put so succinctly.
Write your introduction first and then
use it to help you lay out the rest of your
paper. Your introduction should be a sort of
microcosm of the rest of your paper, and it
should follow the pattern of this inverted
triangle:

Context

Problem

Solution

See page 10

I suppose they haven’t given up
because when I escape I will ruin
their plan. They won’t be able to
poison our water supply, and they
won’t be able to gain control of
campus shares they need to bulldoze campus and expand their
processing plant. I can stop it.
Another one.

What am I doing? Who is going to
read this? They’re going to catch
me. I need to do something. I have
water balloons. I was going to use

them to collect samples but they
saw me and chased me before I
could get any. I might as well use
them for some kind of good.

I’m hoping this works. I’m going to
stuff this into a water balloon and
swallow it so, if I don’t survive,
there may be a remote chance that
someone will find it in the autopsy
and discover the truth.

I’m still going to try to run to
the fence, but now I’m even less
optimistic.

Melina, My Heart
Savvas Sfairopoulos
Columnist

____________________________________

Greece, my home, is the most beautiful
place in the world. I am being ridiculously biased, of course. It cannot be denied,
however, that the Greeks revolutionized
Western civilization through a cosmopolitan educational system that is still praised
for its progressiveness. Unfortunately, the
modern Greek educational system is a
shadow of its former self. But it was not
always that way. In the post-military-junta
era of the ‘80s, Greece was going through
a phase of intense political instability.
That was when Melina Mercouri, a famous
actress and activist, assumed the position
of Greece’s minister of culture. She was a
strong-willed political figure who managed
to transform the Greek educational system
and bring Greece to the front pages of
newspapers worldwide.
Melina Mercouri was born on Oct. 18,
1920, in Athens. Many of her family members were politicians, and she was the
granddaughter of Athens’ mayor. She was
just five years old when she tried acting
for the first time. She would stand in front
of a mirror, trying to perfect her ability to
squeeze out a few tears so that her parents
would buy her whatever she wanted. As
years passed, theater became her sole passion in life. As a teenager, she performed
poorly in school, but excelled in the performing arts. At the age of 17, she fell in
love with and married a wealthy businessman who promised to help her pursue her
acting career. For the next thirty years she
participated in big productions and became
a worldwide phenomenon in the 60s.
After getting divorced and moving
to New York City, she got remarried to
the renowned French film-director Jules
Dassin. She became his muse and starred
in most of his plays and films. On April 21,
1967 she and her husband were told that
a military coup had taken place in Greece.

That moment marked the commencement
of Melina’s political career.
Soon becoming one of the prominent
figures of the Greek resistance, she collaborated with numerous Greek revolutionaries
and philhellenes alike She gave countless
interviews, delivered myriad speeches and
wrote songs opposing the leaders of the
coup. For that reason, she was not allowed
to return to Greece. Nevertheless, on July
26, 1974, two days after the fall of the junta,
she returned to her country and celebrated
democracy’s victory.
After years of political struggles, she
was appointed Greece’s Minister of Culture
in ‘81, the first woman to assume that role.
As a minister, she implemented a strong
policy of cultural exchange by organizing
many important exhibitions in museums
abroad and meeting with several great
figures such as, but not limited to Indira
Gandhi, the Pope and François Mitterand.
She was a visionary and took action to
ensure the progressive realization of her
goals and aspirations. One of her most
significant visions was the return of the
Parthenon Marbles to Greece.
Mercouri first raised this issue in Jul.
1982, at UNESCO’s World Conference on
Cultural Policies and never stopped fighting for the cause until her death. She once
famously said, “You must understand what
the Parthenon Marbles mean to us. They
are our pride. They are our sacrifices. They
are our noblest symbol of excellence. They
are a tribute to the democratic philosophy.
They are our aspirations and our name.
They are the essence of Greekness.”
Melina Mercouri never ceased to
amaze the world with her strong political
presence and her artistic temperament. As
Greece’s Minister of Culture, she reformed
the educational system and reintroduced
the study of Classics in schools as a means
of preserving Ancient Greek ideals and cul-

See page #
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LU crew’s mixed boat takes third at fall regatta

Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Lawrence University
Crew team traveled to the
University of Minnesota to compete in their second and last
regatta of the term, the Northstar
Challenge Regatta. Their first
regatta was hosted by St. Norbert
College against smaller club
teams like St. Norbert College,
Northern Michigan University
and Marquette University. Their
second regatta was against larger teams like the University of
Minnesota, University St. Thomas,
Macalester College and St. Cloud
State University.
The Northstar Challenge

Regatta was the novice team’s
first. The men’s novice team finished one minute behind the
men’s varsity team, while the
women’s novice team was about
two minutes behind the women’s
varsity team. The best finish, however, came from the varsity mixed
boat, which finished third with a
time of 20:53.
“Compared to our first regatta, I felt like there was such a difference in our second one,” sophomore and Captain Maria Mankin
said. “The last minute of the race is
when you have to go your hardest
and put the most pressure in.” She
added, “It felt 10 times better and
that is a product of focusing better in practice and going the extra
mile.” In the fall, the crew team

competes in distance races that
are five kilometers in length. To
row continuously for that distance
and keep time with others in the
boat, stamina and concentration
are required. “Rowing tests your
physical ability and endurance,”
Mankin stated. “It can be mentally
tiring because you are doing the
same actions.” Mankin compares
it to running due to the repetitive motions and the distance over
which one competes.
The crew team lost seven
seniors last year, but added 30
novices to the roster. The varsity
team currently has 20 people. “It’s
fun to watch the progress of a
boat. If the same four people practice, you can see the improvement
and you can feel it in the boat,”

sophomore and Coxswain Emily
Teerink said. Boats are out twice
a day for training. Practices last
about two and a half hours, but
only 40 minutes of that time is
spent working on the water.
One of the most important
parts of rowing is having a coxswain that can call the time for
the rowers in the boat as well as
encourage everyone during a race.
Teerink is one of two coxswains
on the team along with senior
Cameron Murdock.
“As a coxswain, it is really
exciting to compete,” Teerink commented. “I am doing my best to
push them to do their best as a
boat, but I am also watching the
other boats in our race and it has
such a competitive nature to it. I

want us to pass the other boats.
I do not want to be passed. I am
constantly pushing them forward,
especially in competition.”
As the season winds down
for the crew team, they begin
focusing on Winter Term. Fall
Term is based around training for
distance regattas. There are no
regattas during Winter Term, but
the team still practices at least
four times a week and it is still just
as demanding if they were to be
competing. Spring Term is focused
on sprints and shorter regattas.
“The time commitment has
to be above average if you really
want to get [better] and if you
want to have successful regattas,”

Janusiak. “We knew that we had
to do what we needed to do.”
Janusiak led the men’s team in a
fourth place all-conference finish
in a time of 26:40.
Junior Max Edwards was
not far behind as the next Viking
finisher in eighth place at 26:54.
Rounding out scoring top five
came freshman Ben Schaefer in
14th place in 27:01, senior Jordan
Atkins in 22nd in 27:24 and freshman Mayan Essak in 27th with
27:43. “Second overall is really
good,” reflects Janusiak. “I think
we did the best we could.”
The eighth place overall finish for the women’s team,
although disappointing considering their impressive start to the
season, still reflects the runners’
intrinsic competitive spirits. The
Viking top finisher was senior
Clare Bruning whose eighth place

all-conference finish marks her
fourth consecutive all-conference
honors. Bruning finished her race
in 23:32. Next for Lawrence came
sophomore Erin Schrobilgen
in 33rd at 24:37. Senior Cora
Williams finished next in 43rd
with a time of 24:53, followed by
sophomore Kate Kilgus in 47th in
25:03. Sophomore Amy Hutchings
was the last Viking scoring runner
in 51st with a time of 25:14.
Although conference is over,
the cross country team still has
one more meet left in their season: regionals and the push to the
national meet. The top teams at
regionals will move on to the sectional meet, then, pending success
at sectionals, the national meet.
Lawrence’s regional includes
some of the top programs in the
country and traditionally the
Vikings have not found much suc-

cess there. The team, however,
will continue to train to be ready
to compete. “We’re looking good
going forward,” says Janusiak.
“We’ve had good workouts and
have great leadership. I think at

regionals, we’ll have some really
nice times.” The cross country
team will compete at regionals
next Saturday, Nov. 14 in Rock
Island, Ill.

bye and advancing straight to
the conference semi-finals. This
means that they were not subjected to the incredible pressure
that a knockout stage—win or go
home—game comes with. For us
fans though, it was those games
that provided the most excitement.
In the first game, D.C. United
advanced with a come-frombehind win over the New England
Revolution. The Revolution started the game with a bicycle kick
goal from Juan Agudelo, but D.C.

United came back to tie it and
ultimately get the winner late in
the second half.
Following that game was a
rivalry match between the Seattle
Sounders and LA Galaxy. The LA
Galaxy have gotten the best of the
Sounders in recent years, eliminating them from the playoffs
three times since 2010, including in the conference finals last
year on their way to becoming
champions. It was clear from the
start that this would be a tough
battle the whole way through. The

first 22 minutes saw the teams
exchanging goals and it was 2-2
at the half. It would remain that
way until Erik Friberg scored for
the Sounders in the 73rd minute
and sent the Seattle crowd into a
frenzy. The Galaxy were not able
to respond, ending their chance
at gaining another championship.
In the second set of knockout games, the Montreal Impact
demolished Toronto FC 3-0, but
the most exciting game would
come next between the Portland
Timbers and Sporting Kansas City.

See page 10

Men’s cross country place second at MWC championship
Matt Geleske
Staff Writer

_____________________

The Lawrence University
(Vikings) Men and Women’s
Cross Country team competed in
their biggest meet of the year last
weekend: the Midwest Conference
(MWC) Championships. Hosted
by Cornell College in Iowa, the
meet included 11 conference
teams. In their 8k race, the men
placed second with 75 points. The
women placed eighth with 168
points in their 6k race.
As the culmination of an
entire season of hard work, the
Vikings had their sights focused
on the top. “We were pretty confident on how we were going
to perform,” said freshman Josh

Photo provided by Paul Wilke

Wild knockout rounds dominate MLS playoff conversation
CJ Revis

Staff Writer

___________________

The beginning of the Major
League Soccer (MLS) playoffs
has already provided more than
its fair share of excitement and
down-to-the-wire finishes. Six
teams from both the Western
and Eastern conference made the
playoffs, with the top two seeds
from each conference getting a

Freshman Sportlight

See page 10

Sierra Polzin- Cross country

Brady Busha
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

Freshman Sierra Polzin, a member of
the Women’s Cross Country team, recently
finished her first regular season. At the
Midwest Conference Championship meet at
Cornell College, Polzin placed in the top three
of the 155 competitors running in the 6
kilometer race. Polzin finished the race with
a time of 25:18.2, making her average mile
time 6:47.0. She will compete in one more
cross country race at the National Collegiate
Athletic Assocation (NCAA) regional meet on
Nov. 14. Polzin will also be competing on the
indoor and outdoor track teams during the
Winter and Spring Terms.

Photo by Emei Thompson

Regulation and extra time could
not provide a winner, as Portland
tied the game again late in extra
time to send it to penalty kicks.
The game went through 11 rounds
of penalty kicks ending with both
teams’ keepers taking a penalty.
Portland ended up winning the
penalty battle and advancing.
In the conference semi-finals,
the teams played a two-game
series with goal differential being
the deciding factor so every min-

Where are you from? What drew you to
Lawrence?
I’m from Denmark, Wis. It’s near Green
Bay. The atmosphere of the university definitely drew me here, as well as the academic
reputation.

What is the mentality like, getting ready
for a race? How do you stay focused?
Mentality is a really important part.
Running in general is a really mental sport,
and you have to be prepared for the worst.
Thinking beforehand about the weather or
being tired, having a positive attitude, and
being focused on finishing [are all] very
important. I listen to music on the bus
rides, and think only about positive things.
I also think about the race a couple of days
before just so I can take a few moments to
really focus on it.
Now that the regular season’s over, what
has been your favorite part of the whole
experience?
I really enjoyed being able to run with
all of my amazing teammates, being inspired
by what they do, and how strong they are.
They’re great motivation.
What’s the one thing you’re really look-

ing forward to for the rest of this year as
a Lawrence student?
Continuing to grow academically as
well as as an athlete. I’m really looking forward to it.

How different does competing at
Lawrence feel from competing in high
school?
It’s a lot different. In high school, I
didn’t have as many commitments. We
didn’t have team meetings, practices weren’t
as long and we had no team bonding sessions. But now, with all of those things, I do
a lot more as a result of being a part of the
team, but I also get more out of it.
How have your teammates helped you
with your transition into the life of a collegiate student-athlete?
My teammates have been very supportive. They ask, not just me, but all of us, how

See page 10
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Athlete of the Week
by Gabriel Armistead Chapman

Hayley Cardinal - Swimming

STANDINGS

GC: What do you think helped you succeed at the All-Wisconsin
Showcase?
HC: I think that meet went really well honestly, because everyone
was on their feet cheering for every race. That’s what I think makes
our team different from other teams—we’re always there for each
other. I can definitely tell the difference. As a breaststroker and
individual medley swimmer, it’s the one stroke where I can hear
really well and that definitely makes a difference between silence
and cheering. For me, mentally, that’s a big help. We also don’t usually have the competition from Division I schools, so that was a big
motivator as well.
GC: Is that the biggest non-conference meet you will participate in?
HC: Probably, it’s definitely up there. It’s probably the most competitive. For that meet, we’ve only been in the water for three weeks
whereas other schools have been practicing for longer because of
the late start we have here. It’s definitely a huge one.

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week, I sat down with senior Hayley Cardinal of the
women’s swim team, who is off to a great start to the season
after an excellent showing at the All-Wisconsin Showcase on Oct.
24 and being named the Midwest Conference Swimmer of the
Week. In a field that included competition ranging from Division
I to Division III schools, Cardinal finished eighth in the 100-yard
breaststroke, 10th in the 200-yard breaststroke and 14th in the
200-yard individual medley—finishing all with the best times
in the Midwest Conference during that weekend. Cardinal followed that performance the following weekend with wins in the
200-yard individual medley and 100-yard breaststroke against
Ripon College.
Gabe Chapman: Talk about a fast start. Did you have a good offseason?
Hayley Cardinal: It was probably not my best offseason if I’m going
to be honest. I went abroad from March until August, so usually I
have access to a pool or somewhere where I can work out, but this
year, I was traveling around. Luckily, we had pretty serious captain
practices where everyone was showing up and we were doing a lot
of yardage, which I think helped me a lot. So, really, it’s just the participation from the team and the freshmen that’s been a big change.
I’ve seen the results and I think that’s helped a lot. But usually for
me, the offseasons are a lot better.

GC: How’d you feel about your win against Ripon?
HC: It felt pretty good. There was a girl I swim with in the individual
medley who I know is a top finisher in the conference, so it was
good to get back in the water and feel it out. Our whole team did
so well. I was really excited for everyone. I wanted to go a little bit
faster, but we’re getting to that point in the season where everyone
is a little beat-up. I’m really happy with my wins. I would like to go
faster—I had some goals in mind, but I was around where I wanted
to be. I think the team did so well that there was a really good
energy, so it was exciting to see everyone do so well.

GC: What’s your best event, and what do you want to improve on
the most?
HC: I’ve always done the same three events. Last year, I hit some
times that were faster than my dream goal times, so working on
those and getting back to where I was time-wise. I do the 200
breaststroke, 200 individual medley and 100 breaststroke; luckily
two of those are basically the same, so it’s all about building up my
endurance. I always need to improve my backstroke for the 200
individual medley. We always have a lot of good backstroke swimmers on the team, so just trying to keep up with them has been
good. I also want to improve on staying positive. I can be pretty hard
on myself when I don’t improve on my times every meet, which is
a totally normal thing to do, but having certain expectations for
myself is good. However, I still need to work on staying positive
when they are not always met.
GC: Do you have any superstitious pre-game routines you always do
before a race?
HC: I have to have orange Gatorade. You can’t really eat a lot during
a meet because you’re nervous and you can feel full when you’re
swimming. I feel weird if I don’t have my orange Gatorade. The blue
flavor is disgusting and red is too much, so yeah orange is my favorite flavor. Also, I totally have a weird pre-race ritual where I listen to
Katy Perry’s “Dark Horse” on a loop and sing the opening section of
Vampire Weekend’s “Walcott” in my head to get my pacing and my
heart rate up right before I get on the blocks.

HOCKEY
NCHA
OVR
North
St. Norbert
1-1
1-1
MSOE		
1-1
1-1
St. Scholastica
0-0
1-0-1
Finlandia
0-0
0-1-1
Northland
0-0
0-2
Lawrence		
0-0
0-2
South
Lake Forest
1-1
1-1
Adrian		
1-1
1-1
Marian		
1-1
1-1
Concordia
1-1
1-1
Aurora		
0-0
0-2
WOMEN’S SWIMMING
TEAM
PREDICTION
Grinnell
1
Lake Forest
2
Carroll
3
Lawrence
4
Monmouth
5
Ripon
6
Knox
7
Beloit
8
Illinois College
9
TEAM

FOOTBALL
MWC
North
St. Norbert
4-0
Carroll
3-1
Ripon
2-2
Macalester
2-2
Beloit
1-3
Lawrence
0-4
South
Monmouth
4-0
Illinois
3-1
Cornell
2-2
Lake Forest
2-2
Knox
1-3
Grinnell
0-4
TEAM

OVR
8-0
5-3
5-3
4-4
2-6
1-7
7-1
4-4
3-5
3-5
3-5
1-7

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
Nov. 4, 2015

Men’s soccer finishes season on high note, third win
Wesley Hetcher
Staff Writer

____________________________________

The Lawrence University
(Vikings) Men’s Soccer team took
the field for the final time on
Saturday, Oct. 31st, to face the
Monmouth Fighting Scots. For the
majority of the game, the Vikings
were able to control the ball and
limit the Scots’ opportunities,
leading to another shutout for
junior and Goalkeeper Joe Krivit.
He made three saves that night
to record his fifth shutout of the
season.
The defense was undoubtedly the story of the season finale.
During the game, the Lawrence
defense allowed only three shots
on goal, while recording seven
themselves. Junior and Midfielder
Dominic Pasquesi described the

first half as, “some of the best
soccer we’ve played all season.”
He added, “It was really special to
have a good last game.”
Sophomore Lewis Berger
scored the lone goal in the 1-0
contest. In doing so, along with
his play at the other end of the
pitch, he earned defensive player
of the week honors in the Midwest
Conference. The goal was scored
in the 27th minute, beginning
with a free kick by junior Michael
Deremo, which was headed by
Pasquesi. Berger then found the
ball deflected off the hand of the
Monmouth goalkeeper and hammered it in.
This is a promising finish to
what may be grudgingly described
as a disappointing season. The
Vikings finish the year ninth in the
conference at 3-7, with a 4-13-1
record overall. However, the team

is very excited to move forward
into the offseason and next year.
Of the 24 members, only 3 will be
graduating, leaving a very strong
core of experience for the years
to come.
“We’re going miss them a
lot,” Pasquesi said. “They all were
big contributors.” The seniors
include Santiago Alvarez, Aaron
Sutton and Gabe Warshaw. “I’d
go through [this season] again,”
Alvarez said. “Losing is not as bad
with these guys.”
Moving into the offseason,
the team is ready to put in whatever work they need to. With 21
players returning, there isn’t a
lot of reason to expect much of
a change in tactics or mindset.
The Vikings have been growing
in their defensive personality, and
have found a few gems by moving
some guys who were originally

L E T ’ S G O, V I K I N G S !

forwards into backfield positions.
“We have a really solid back
line that has proven itself against
good teams,” freshman Taylor
Reifert says. Reifert is one such
example of a player outside his
typical assignment, having joined
the team from a more forward
position. Being a little out of place
on the field has not changed much
of it, however. Being a part of this
team, said Reifert, “[has] definitely been a good experience.”
The Vikings will head into
winter break and following terms
confident and knowledgeable
about what needs to improve.
They need to focus on what the
team can accomplish, and to
look forward to working towards
their goals. “We will do better,”
said Pasquesi. “I want to be in
the [Midwest Conference] tournament next year.”

BLU CREW
EVENT
The BLU Crew is the
name of the new student section for home
sports events. The
next event is Saturday,
Nov. 7 at 1p.m. LU
Football takes on
Ripon. Wear blue and
come support the
football team.
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Burstein speaks on his experience with open office hours
Mina Seo

For The Lawrentian

_______________________________________________

A continuation of the termly open
office hours offered by President Mark
Burstein occurred Tuesday, Nov. 3. During
this time, students were able to drop
by Sampson House to spend a few minutes talking to the president without any
appointment. We had an opportunity to
interview President Burstein after this
unique event .
Q: What is the original purpose of
creating open office hours?
A: One of the important parts of being
a president is to be able to keep in touch
with what the students are thinking about
both individually and as a community. Open
office hours is one of the ways that I get to
hear from students and what is on their
minds. We started open office hours in
my first year here.—so, in my first term. I
still can remember some of the students
who came to see me in my first open office
hours.
Q: Do you think you have been
achieving what the open office hours
are supposed to do?
A: I have achieved more than what
I actually expected. Many students really
used this time. A lot of people come in to
talk to me about their personal journeys at
Lawrence as well as issues that are facing
the university and giving me insights about
them. It was a fantastic opportunity for me
to understand the students and what is
going on campus.
Q: Would you introduce us to some
of the most intriguing experiences you
had with open office hours?
A: One of the most impactful conversations I had with the students was about how
complicated their financial support was at
Lawrence. It was early in my first year. They
told me that the financial aid that we provided was not enough for them. So
it made them work close to
40 hours a week
and take

Laura Leppink
Staff Photographer

_____________________________________

Mina Seo interviewed President Mark Burstein.
Photo by Billy Liu

on a significant amount of debt to pay for
Lawrence. That conversation as well as a
number of other conversations and data
started us on this effort to try to become a
full-need institution, which is an effort to
raise 75 million dollars so we have enough
endowment income to support every student to a full-need level. That one conversation set us off on a path as well as other
research in major educational issues.
I also had a number of students who
came in and talked about sexual misconduct and our policies, which really impacted conversation we had at the end of
the last year. There are also
students who just
come in

and talk to me about roommate problems,
boyfriend and girlfriend problems, pros
and cons of declaring majors and whether
they should become RLAs [Residence Life
Advisers] or not. Those conversations are
also valuable. We had an opportunity to
participate in some of the Lawrence experiences.
Q: What are the practical changes
the open office hours brought to campus?
A: A number of varsity athletes in different teams have come to talk to me about
their own experiences and that has put a
higher priority on hiring a full-time athletic
director. They had a great fortune of having one of our coaches, Mike Szkodzinski,
who is a hockey coach and also an athletic
director. But given some issues, we
realized the need to have
a full-time pers o n

Lawr
entia
ns A
broa
d

Morgan Edwards-Fligner is a
Junior studying abroad in Chile as a
part of the IES Abroad Santiago program. Here is a bit about her experience there.

Why did
you choose your
particular program?
I wanted to study Spanish in Latin
America, and the idea of Chile really appealed
to me because it's a country with a strong
economy and a national identity, and culture
that I was completely unfamiliar with. Plus,
the program I'm participating in here has
a health studies component and university
enrollment, which was perfect for me.

What has been your greatest challenge
so far?
Chilean Spanish is full of not just unique
slang, but also everyday words and expressions that I had never heard before. I was
writing lists of words on my forearms for the
first couple of weeks after I arrived, changing out “camiseta” for “polera” and “ahora
mismo” for al “tiro!”

Morgan Edwards-Fligner holding a sheep during her time abroad.
Photo provided

What is your favorite part of your offcampus program?
This may or may not be specific to the IES
office in Santiago, but I think they do a good
job of creating a supportive community within
the program, and helping students to be inde-

managing that part of this institution.
A number of students came in to see
me in different times for allocation of small
group housing. It raised an issue for me,
as an important one for LUCC [Lawrence
University Community Council]. This is
actually a process that LUCC is responsible
for, not the president or any members of
cabinet. But it made me realize that it is
also important for me to sort out and know
for the next year’s selection. I think the
students from different subgroups of the
Lawrence community, and different cultural, ethnic or social groups have come in
and helped me understand their diverse
role they bring into campus.
Q: Are there other things you might
want to talk about?
A: I treasure the interaction. There is
nothing more important and energizing
for me than interacting with students. That
is what we are about, which is the student
experience. I just want to thank students
for being willing to come in and
talk to me about anything.

pendent from
that base. They are
wonderful about helping choose
courses at the university and getting internships, and do it in a really personal way—it
doesn't feel like part of a big institution.
What is a favorite story or experience you
have had so far?
It is late spring right now in Santiago,
and the níspero tree catty corner from my
building is weighed down with bunches of
orange fruits. I've been dating a University
of Chile student for a little while, and last
weekend, we were out all night celebrating a
friend's birthday. When he walked me home,
we stopped to climb into the níspero tree and
ate tart, almost ripe fruit until we could see
the sky getting light. I'll be gone before all
the fruit in the city is ripe, but it's still been
so sweet to connect with all of the people I've
met during my time here.
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Preparations for Winter Break During Fall Term
Regan Martin
Staff Writer

________________________________

With Fall Term coming to a close,
Lawrence students are turning their attention to winter break and all of the joys that
go along with it. Although Halloween is still
in the rearview, Lawrentians are inevitably
starting to think about the fast-approaching
holiday season.
No matter which holiday tradition you
subscribe to, it can be a stressful time, and
it is never too early to start thinking about
how you are going to prepare for all of the
upcoming merriment.
When asked about what they are doing

to get ready for the season, some students
were quick to respond. “Oh yeah, Chanukah,
I’m half Jewish,” began sophomore Molly
Froman. She continued, “Right now, I’m collecting sweaters for the winter weather, you
know. I’m also working so that I can pay for
gifts for my family, because material items
really define how much I love them.”
Senior Shannon Grant joined the conversation, also stating that she is working,
“not so much so I can buy presents, but so
I can brainstorm some, you know, cheap
but meaningful gift items. Actually, my family moved this summer, so it’s our first
Christmas not in the apartment where my
mother grew up, so we don’t know what it’s
going to be like.”
Other students echoed a similar
concern over the material and monetary

aspects of the season. “I don’t know, I’m
going to get a job at The Lawrentian to
make money for presents,” freshman Lilly
Donlon said.
Freshman Maddie Whitehead was
more concerned with the potential gift getting, rather than giving. “I’m clearing out
my room to make room for all the presents,”
she said. However, she continued, stating
that she is also concerned about the stress
levels and mental needs of those around
her during the holidays. “I’ve also got to
prepare to take care of my mom because
the holidays make her anxious. I have to
make sure she’s not overworking herself,
taking some time off, make sure she’s eating, sometimes she forgets to eat. But she’s
fine, no, she’s good.”
Yet, some students were a little farther

behind in their preparations. Senior Cora
Williams, for example, was still thinking
about the autumnal season. “I’m limiting
my intake of pumpkin spice lattes, not
because I’m concerned about my weight,
but because I don’t want to be a basic white
girl. I don’t want to fulfill those stereotypes,” she said. She continued, “But specifically for Christmas, I don’t know. I’m doing
that thing where I plan to get my Christmas
shopping done really early, but of course it’s
not going to happen. But how am I preparing? I don’t know.”
Regardless of how in-depth their
thinking was about the December of 2015
holiday season or which aspect they were
thinking about, one thing became clear as
students were interviewed—no one really
cares about Thanksgiving.

the cult movie playing in the background,
the audience joins in by yelling out call
lines, as well as singing and dancing along
on cues.
As a first-timer at the show, I was
wildly amused by the chaotic and incredibly enthusiastic audience and performers
during the Friday night show. The performance’s intense energy and spontaneity
would quickly carry you away into the satire of a musical horror flick.
The show, however, goes beyond being
just light-hearted Halloween entertainment. For the cast, it is not only a chance
for them to perform and to immerse themselves in a show they love, but also to be

able to have an accepting and safe space for
self-expression. The cast hopes to uphold
the true spirit of the show: to embrace and
celebrate everyone for who they are, and to
abandon all biases and stereotypes.
“[You got to] check your heteronormativity at the door,” said Stage Manager and
junior Sabrina Craven. Junior Brett Barnard,
who played Eddie in the show, agreed and
added, “It is all about having a safe environment to be yourself and to perform.”
As such, the show is open for everyone.
“Everyone who auditions is in the show,”
said Craven. “We do not cast based on any
feature, gender or experience. We do not
turn anyone away basically.”

The preparation for the production
only started at the beginning of Fall Term,
and over this short period of time, the cast
has become more close-knit. According to
Craven, it is a fun way to “meet people you
would not meet otherwise.”
The show features a mix of veterans
and first-time performers. Senior Emily
Allen has been a part of the show since
her freshman year, as a performer as well
as a director. Some of the other members include her co-director, junior Rachel
Mumme, as well as first-timers such as
freshmen Jude Miller and Rufino Cacho.

Making a Safe Space at the Rocky Horror Picture Show
Anh Ta

Assoc. Copy Editor

_______________________________________________

Every Halloween weekend, the long
line outside the Warch Campus Center cinema is a familiar sight. The Rocky Horror
Picture Show (RHPS) is a highly anticipated
annual Halloween tradition that has been
taking place around the world for a number of years. This year, Rocky Horror was
back on campus for three showings—one
on Friday, Oct. 30 at midnight, and two on
Saturday, Oct. 31 at 8 p.m. and midnight
respectively.
Rocky Horror is a truly interactive
show; as the performers mime along with

The cast and crew of Rocky Horror Picture Show pose for a photo.
Photo courtesy of Emily Allen
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Students perform in the fall play, “Sganarelle, or The Imaginary Cuckold” and “The Test,” in Stansbury Theatre.
Photo by Linh Nguyen

“Sganarelle” & “The
Test” include standouts
Henry Dykstal
Staff Writer

__________________________

When it comes to comedy,
there are few things that can
trump a well-written group of idiots for getting good laughs. Sure,
a single idiot is funny, but there
is something about a plot full
of them that provides a special
cathartic pleasure, especially if we
identify with them. It is very easy
to misstep, however: an idiot is
very easy to dislike, and after a
certain point in a farce we can lose
our sympathies.
The Lawrence University
Department of Theatre Arts therefore must be commended for their
workaround regarding prolonged
idiot exposure in showcasing two
classic French comedies: “The
Test” by Marivaux and “Sganarelle,
or The Imaginary Cuckold” by
Moliere. While separately the
two plays are uneven in quality,
combined they form a delightful
evening’s entertainment. The performance I saw Friday, Oct. 30 was
a testament to that.
First, let us get the flaws out
of the way, the better to focus on
what the plays do well. The first
and foremost problem was the
translations. This was outside the
actors’ and the director’s control,
but it still must be commented
upon in the context of the whole.
The Marivaux was sadly hampered
by an excess of exposition, which
may be a result of the conventions
of the tradition he was working in
but could have been excised, or at

least restaged in a more natural
way. The Moliere was mostly in
rhyme, but it lapsed on occasion.
While rhymed verse is not a bad
thing to have in a play, English
is not always the right language
for such a task, and the lapses
only made things more awkward.
Perhaps it would have been better to eschew this, or embrace it
utterly. No matter. Now I can only
talk about the choices the cast and
crew had made.
For the most part, they presented themselves well: “The
Test,” a brief farce about the hazards of trying to arrange one’s
life as a romantic comedy, had an
excellent set, costumes and props.
Junior Olivia Gregorich provided a
standout performance in particular; she wisely chose to underplay
her role with amusement as her
main emotional state, giving into
the silliness but being detached at
the same time, a charismatic combination. Though the cast is often
funny, there is a sense that they
are playing it a bit too close to the
chest, and the play is oftentimes
so literal in its script and direction that not many laughs can be
wrung out of it. All is forgiven,
however, with a final scene that
shook the theater’s very walls and
deserves commemoration.
“Sganarelle,” though it has no
moments as unanimously hysterical as the previously mentioned
play, is a story of mistaken identity and mistaken courtships in
which the jokes fly fast and furious. The performers were given
much freer reign to interpret their

See page 9

Album Review

Perfecto’s
“You Can’t Run
From the Rhythm”
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

_______________________

There have been quite a
few surprise releases this past
year. With Death Grips’ “Jenny
Death,” Wilco’s “Star Wars,”
Tyler, the Creator’s “CHERRY
BOMB” and several others, this
unexpected music has kept
me and many other listeners
on our toes. One of the most
recent surprises occurred this
past week—Perfecto’s dancerap and autobiographical
album, “You Can’t Run From the
Rhythm.”
A bit of background—
Perfecto is made up of three
fictional characters, rappers
Kenny Dennis and Ders backed
by DJ Rafal. These are played
by Serengeti, aka David Cohn,
Anders Holm of TV show
Workaholics and The Unknown
DJ, respectively. Serengeti
is known for his universe of
characters, most notably Kenny
Dennis, Perfecto’s self-proclaimed front man. In “Kenny
Dennis III,” which was released
in 2014, the listener learns of
the strange but caring friendship between Dennis and Ders,
who go on to make Perfecto.
While most of his other albums
tell stories, “You Can’t Run” is
meant to be an album released

by the band, showing the culmination of the members’ creativity and motivations. It is highly
suggested one listens to the
preceding stories to fully appreciate this meta work of art.
However, if one does not,
they will most likely just hear
a cheesy, synth-based hiphouse album that lacks in substance (save for the last song
which I will discuss later).
The first five tracks are chock
full of decent—at best—raps,
over-the-top synthesizers and
‘90s-sounding vocal samples.
Compared to Serengeti’s other
albums that delve into the complexities of relationships and
inner demons, the subject matter of “You Can’t Run” is not
important at all; it is just many
ways of talking about dancing
in a club.
But with the knowledge of
Serengeti’s bizarre universe and
Kenny Dennis’ previous projects, the album is an incredible
blend of humorous satire and
a new layer of character development. In “Kenny Dennis III,”
the listener can visualize the
characters’ development as this
band is formed, but not much
of the music is actually heard.
The two friends’ stories unravel
via speaking and rapping over
typical Serengeti beats, but
one does not get a full taste of

this group
they are
in.
This new album gave me
that taste in an extremely concentrated dose. Within an hour
of hearing about the surprise
release, I dove into the album
somewhat knowing what to
expect. I knew they did it in
character, but even that did not
fully prepare me. It is stupid,
way too catchy and ridiculous,
but I love it. It added so much
more complexity and completeness to the Kenny Dennis story,
which can go in any direction at
this point.
The last song is a 17-minute origin story told by DJ Rafal,
the closest kind of track to the
Serengeti we know and love. I
will not spoil the ending, but
the contrast it has with the rest
of the album is refreshing. It is
exciting to know we may learn
more about this character in
the future.
While most of this album
can not be taken seriously, it was great to hear from
Serengeti again. It is obvious
the Kenny Dennis story does
not stop here. As a listener, I
can only imagine where it will
go. In the meantime, get out on
the dance floor and jam to some
Perfecto.
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Craig and Revill mix flute and electronics
Wendell Leafstedt

For The Lawrentian
__________________________________

On Saturday, Oct. 31, visiting
artists Richard Craig and David
Revill performed contemporary
music for flute and live electronics
in Harper Hall. The concert was
open to all and was attended by
students and professors of various disciplines. The duo presented five pieces, each of which demonstrated unique musical ideas.
Assistant Professor of Flute
Erin Lesser delivered a welcoming introduction at the beginning
of the concert. It included a few
notes about the music and instructions from the performers about
optimal seating positions. As she
left the stage, audience members repositioned themselves in
the center of the hall, equidistant
from four large speakers.
Revill, in charge of the electronics, worked hard to show
the benefits of various pieces of
software and hardware. Craig’s
skillful flute playing left nothing
to be desired. Both players were
mindful of each other, carefully

coordinating each note and button-press.
Their
arrangement
on
stage was unique. All electronic
equipment—two laptops, a mixing board and many other small
devices—was placed on a table
in front of the stage. Revill was
required to operate the equipment during the performance.
Craig stood behind a wall of
ten music stands that faced the
audience. Many of the concert’s
musical selections were lengthy; it
was helpful to use Craig’s progress
from stand to stand as a measurement of progress.
The central piece of the program was “Solo” by Karlheinz
Stockhausen, a notable 20th-century composer. The sounds of the
flute were looped and layered on
top of each other while the electronic feedback was used to create
a diverse portfolio of sounds.
“Solo” was a difficult piece
to digest, as it lacked many elements of structure we use to
orient ourselves when listening
to most music. There were few
expressive lines, contrasting sec-

tions or memorable motifs. This
piece, like others on the concert
program, forced listeners to leave
their assumptions about sound
and music behind.
Many people in attendance
had never heard how electronics could be used in contemporary music. No one should feel
obligated to listen to this music,
but exposure to these unfamiliar
sounds might change the way you
perceive familiar music and other
art forms.
The purpose of Craig and
Revill’s masterful but esoteric performance was to educate the audience about the potential advantages of live electronics. Ideally,
people chose to accept the unfamiliar sounds and expand their
frames of reference, but everyone
was left to decide independently.
The remarkable and
exciting sounds produced in this
concert serve to remind us that
there are always musical possibilities that nobody has yet imagined,
both in composition and performance.

the ribbon off to one of the many
ribbon chains hanging down from
the balcony surrounding the room.
In the next room, guests were
introduced to “The Welcoming
Committee” opera, composed of
a violinist and two singers, who
eventually broke off into three
different directions, each beckoning audience members to follow.
At that point, audience members
were able to explore the different operas on all levels of the PAC
lobby at their discretion.
Several events stood out to
me in particular. One opera, titled
“I Wish I Knew”, featured a bunch
of papers scattered across the
floor of the second level balcony.
The papers happened to be survey
responses to questions about feeling ostracized, alone or different.
Audience members were able to
read the papers during the performance, and the performing vocalist even sang some of the survey
responses aloud to the audience.
In the lounge, a drummer
and pianist accompanied an
opera about an off-kilter interaction between a boy and a girl,
in which it was obvious that the
two wanted to get together but
were each held back by their own
insecurities and doubts, which
they articulated through song to
the audience. Eventually, the pair
did overcome their obstacles and
hit it off, sending an inspirational
message to the audience as they
danced in perfect harmony.
Another performance took
place in a bathroom, featuring a
pianist who introduced himself
to everyone in the room and then
began a discussion about friendship, honesty and the inevitability
of loss.
Notable among the other

operas was one titled “I had an
idea”, which displayed the cruelty of the monotonous majority against one person, the idea
bearer, who attempted to change
the status quo.
At the end of the night, all
of the operas moved towards the
main atrium and raised their voices and played their instruments
all at once, their sound coalescing
in beautiful unity before subsiding to just a few voices and then
none at all. Afterwards, everyone
responded with roaring applause,
commemorating the efforts of the
performers that night.
Once the event concluded,
everyone was invited back to the
room that they started in, where
they were able to see the completed ribbon chains stretching
from one side of the room to the
other. Performers and audience
members were then encouraged
to discuss the performances.
The point of the whole program was to expose the audience
to situations involving differences
and diversity, and to start a conversation about those situations.
More than anything, the program
communicated the universal message that no one is alone in their
struggles. Everybody feels left out
or scared or vulnerable to some
extent. By bringing these facts to
our attention and encouraging
us to make conscious choices to
accept and include others, especially those who are different, the
performers not only posed questions to the audience but gave
them the answers that they needed as well, culminating in an event
that was as thought-provoking as
it was beautiful.

ately flat in a wonderfully droll
way, and junior Jacob Dalton, who
played the eponymous Sganarelle,
an idiot among idiots, in such a
generous way. He threw himself
entirely into the part, unafraid to
push himself if it meant getting a

laugh, most notably through rushing into battle in household pots
and pants and attempting acrobatics around the set. It was the
kind of performance that wins you
over with its refusal to downplay
just how much fun it is. Dalton

“Expressions of Acceptance” wows
Lawrentians and Appleton community

McKenzie Fetters

Staff Writer
________________________________

Some performances exist for
entertainment, to allow the audience to forget themselves for a
while. Other performances are a
showcase of talent, to wow the
audience and perhaps motivate
them to become better at their
respective crafts. Very few performances, however, possess
the depth and artistic finesse
to make the audience think, to
ponder the deep questions that
haunt the human existence and
to search for an answer to them
in the murky dark. I am happy to
say that the Lawrence University
Conservatory of Music’s event
“Expressions of Acceptance: An
Evening of All-Inclusive MicroOperas Celebrating Unity” was
among those rare few performances with respect to both its
content and its caliber.
This one-of-a-kind event took
place on Monday, Nov. 2, at 7:30
p.m. at the Fox Cities Performing
Arts Center (PAC) and was developed in response to audience
feedback on an opera performed
last year, Aaron Copland’s “The
Tender Land.” Featuring a total
of 13 groups each with their
own opera to perform, the event
explored themes of diversity,
exclusion and acceptance, among
others.
At this event, guests were
directed toward the rear entrance
of the PAC, where upon entry staff
presented them with a colored
ribbon and instructions to find a
stranger that they had something
in common with in the next room.
After, guests were supposed to
write down what the commonality was on the ribbon and then tie

“Sganarelle”

continued from page 8
roles, with two main standouts:
freshman Eddie Hood, whose
Leile is incredibly yet deliber-

Freestyle Fridays

Izzy Yellen
Columnist

________________________

In an effort to promote a
fairly obscure skill and genre
nowadays, senior Ian Pelton
has created Freestyle Fridays, a
weekly event in which anyone
can come to perform or listen
to freestyle rap. After attending
one of the sessions and talking with its founder, I began
to develop much more of an
appreciation for freestyling,
an improvisational art form I
knew little about and had never
immersed myself in.
Perhaps the aspect that
mostly drew me to freestyle
was the similarities it has with
jazz improvisation, a comparison I never gave much thought
to. Obviously, both art forms
have improvisation at their
core, but their likeness extends
beyond that. Both are community-based, and when I sat in
SOL Studios, it was easy to witness how each rapper benefitted from the group. Not only
could they come together to
hear each other, but they could
also feed off each others’ ideas,
weaving them with their own.
Once I contemplated this
connection, it was hard to not
think of jazz and rap in tandem.
They are both genres of music
heavily rooted in culture and
society, and both echo the ideas
and feelings of the community. Much like jazzers getting
together to blow over changes
with emotion, I saw Pelton and
his fellow rappers join to discuss their days, troubles and
other prompts.
In addition to a few
cyphers—where rappers go
on one after another—they
also had freestyle battles in
which they dissed each other
with creative wording. The
dynamic was completely different although playful. While the
cyphers emphasized community and shared experiences,
the battles focused on humor
and technique.
Despite greatly appreciating the performance as a whole,

performed admirably.
It was a generosity that both
permeated these plays and these
idiot characters embodied. While
the generosity is not always conveyed, both make you laugh, and
that is all we can really ask for.

covering it as an outsider was
a first for me and greatly influenced my thoughts on it. For
every article I write, I am an
outsider as an audience member; that is unavoidable.
For this event, I was an
outsider in other ways as well.
Because Pelton’s idea was born
within a circle of friends, it is
still working on growing outside of that circle, and spreading to the rest of student body.
Typically, at least one of my
close friends is involved in the
music I cover, which in no way
influences how I critique and
review the music, but it affects
how I connect to it. The lack
of connection I had to the performers was a new experience
but one I wil have to get used
to.
However, the rappers were
all extremely welcoming and
grateful to have me cover their
budding collective. It was a
pleasure to work with Pelton
and the group, and to hear their
creative outlet. It takes more
effort to witness creative outlets outside of my circle, but I
have just begun to realize the
importance. There is always
going to be an art form you
know little about or have never
experienced, so I urge you to go
out and experience it.
As a member of the
Improvisation
Group
of
Lawrence University (IGLU)
and a few jazz groups, I often
see the same faces at my concerts. But I also see an effort
from the musicians and school
to push people to attend who
might otherwise not. There is
no reason it should be any different with Freestyle Fridays.
Try it once. Be an audience
member and put yourself out
there. Maybe even try to freestyle! Every art form should be
given a chance. This growing
group depends on the community in which it was born. Its
survival will flourish and thrive
with our support. The next
Freestyle Friday will be Friday,
Nov. 6 at 9 p.m. in the Sigma Phi
Epsilon house.

Moliere and Marivaux understood
this: always entertain. I was entertained, I laughed and in the case
of Dalton’s performance I was
even moved. I look forward to
the upcoming theatre season; this
was an excellent first course.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
Community responses to student activism
provide further justification for protest
On Saturday, Oct. 31, several Lawrence University students marched in downtown Appleton in protest of hate speech people of color in the Appleton community experience on a regular basis. They held
signs addressing the discrimination with powerful messages such as, “We don’t feel safe.”
While many members of the community supported the protest, there were also outspoken individuals who found fault with it. On the street, students were met with fear and apprehension. Passersby were
rarely disruptive, but did pass with closed body language and glancing looks.
Shoppers and business owners were concerned for the children and the potential loss of income.
While the protesters’ signs were eye catching, their behavior was not disruptive in the least, only if one
interpreted it as such.

More vehement reactions came to light through comments on the Post Crescent article about the
protest that appeared on Saturday. Many Appleton citizens, at least those who expressed such opinions
in the comments, do not recognize students’ experiences with discrimination as hate speech.

The article was met with advice to shrug off any hurtful words or suggestions that students are
being overly sensitive, a product of Lawrence’s left-wing, victimizing environment. Even the number of
students was criticized; a small group of students means the concern is not of much importance. These
comments negate any student experience and reveal the true ignorance held by many in the community.
Community members speaking out against the protest, either in person or online, were not attempting to be racist or prejudiced intentionally, but there is clearly a profound misunderstanding about the
treatment of people of color and people who identify as members of other minority groups in this city.

The ignorance displayed by these comments and actions exemplifies why protests like these are
necessary, and why Lawrence’s excellent drive towards social justice should be wielded to include the
Appleton community, a community too frequently considered something separate from Lawrence.

Saturday’s protest clearly evoked a strong reaction, if a mixed one, from the Appleton community,
and is a great first step towards increased investment in Lawrence’s home in the city of Appleton. It was
the beginning of a conversation that needs to be had.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor Jessica Morgan at jessica.morgan@lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right
to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and
community members who wrote them. All facts are as provided by the authors. The
Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to
submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.

MLS knockouts Fall regata

continued from page 4

continued from page 4

ute of both games matters. The
first set of games provided upsets,
as the N.Y. Red Bulls were the
only favored team to win their
match as they beat D.C United 1-0.
Portland tied with Vancouver, and
Montreal and Seattle both won
their games by only one goal, so
all of the series are up in the air
heading into the second and final
leg of the conference semifinals
on Sunday.
The most impressive teams
so far have been Montreal and the
Sounders, so I expect them both to
continue their upset runs into the
Conference finals. But ultimately, I
expect the Red Bulls to take home
the title this year because they
have by far the most dangerous
attack in the league.

Mankin said. “You get what you
put in.” The crew team will continue to train in order to have a
successful spring season.

Melina, My Heart
continued from page 3

ture. Melina died on Mar. 6, 1994,
in New York, from lung cancer,
aged 73. However, her powerful
words resonate in the hearts of
many Greeks and the results of
her work are still evident to this
day.

Sportlight

continued from page 4
we’re doing in school, and do their
best to help out everybody.

So, Lawrence, as a team, placed
8th at the MWC Championships.
Heading into the post season
now, what do you think needs to
happen for this team?
I think we all just need to
keep training. We might not be
in regular season, but we need to
stay focused, to keep pushing each
other, to stay on top of one another and to hold each other accountable for what we’re doing in the
offseason. Remaining positive is
also big going into next year too.

Remember Bill Keith’s
contribution to banjo
Jonathan Rubin
For The Lawrentian

_____________________________________

A hero and inspiration of mine,
Bill Keith, died in his home in
Woodstock, NY on Oct. 23 at the
age of 75. Keith was a banjo player who revolutionized the instrument and unlocked its melodic
potential. Despite Keith’s massive
impact on modern popular music,
few know his name. I think Keith
deserves to be remembered as the
musical pioneer he was.
I found out about Keith
because he is the most famous
banjoist from Massachusetts, my
home state. He did not start playing five-string banjo until he was
in college, when he taught himself
from the banjo bible, Pete Seeger’s
“How To Play The 5-String Banjo,”
which is also the book I used to
teach myself banjo. I practiced
for hours trying to learn Keith’s
arrangements for old-time songs
and failed miserably, which only
increased my respect for him as a
musician.
I have long been frustrated by
the lack of credit that the late Keith
has been given for his contributions to modern music. When you
hear modern folk-rock and singer-songwriter music with banjo
in it, like Mumford and Sons or
The Tallest Man On Earth, you are
hearing picking styles that would
not exist without the techniques
developed by Keith. Keith’s banjo
picking style, now referred to as
“Keith-style” picking, revolutionized banjo because it allowed the
banjo to play melody note by note.
He developed this style because
he wanted to be able to actually
play old-time fiddle tunes note for
note instead of just playing arpeggios to keep the rhythm the way
most bluegrass players did.
There is a great video of him
playing “Cherokee Shuffle” at the
Grey Fox Bluegrass Festival in

Stress Addict

continued from page 4
The majority of your introduction should be context for your
argument. This is the part where
you address the who, where,
when, how, and why, if possible.
Situate your research in time and
make sure you articulate who exactly you are talking about. Next
should come your problem. This
would be where you ask your research question, the question that
your thesis answers. This should
be simply put and shouldn’t take
more than a few sentences. At
the very end of your introduction
comes your one-sentence solution
to the problem, your thesis. For a
fifteen-page paper, your introduction will probably end up being
about three pages. Don’t try to fit
all of that information into one
paragraph; it will not end well.
Now comes the rest of your

HELP THE ENVIRONMENT.

RECYCLE THIS NEWSPAPER!

2011. After the song, one of the
audience members asks him how
he executes melodic style. Keith
smiles and says, “Well, you put
your finger here,” and gestures
fretting one of the strings of his
banjo. This kind of humility and
attention to the audience shows
that Keith was not only a great
musician, but a great man.
Without Keith, the revitalization of the banjo in popular music
may not have happened. Keith is
the link between the banjo you
hear on the radio today and the
bluegrass banjo from the mid20th-century. Without him, banjo
would not be able to cross from
genre to genre as it has in recent
years. Banjo has also been adopted by many European musicians,
likely because of how dynamic
an instrument the banjo is when
incorporating Keith’s melodic
style.
Keith also contributed a hardware development for banjos. He
invented tuning pegs that allowed
the player to change the tuning of
the banjo more accurately midsong. “Keith pegs” are considered
top-of-the-line for modern banjoists and are sold by Beacon Banjo
Company, which was founded and
run by Keith. Beacon Banjos still
sells Keith pegs and is being run
by Keith’s son, Martin Keith.
Not only was Keith a successful studio banjoist, but he also
became quite a successful pedalsteel guitarist. In fact, Bill Keith
plays all of the pedal-steel guitar on The Bee Gees’ sixth studio
album, “Odessa.”
Keith’s absence from folk and
bluegrass festivals will surely be
missed, but his contribution to the
instrument is ever-present. I hope
that as time passes, his legacy will
grow to what I think it deserves to
be. I know that I will continue to
think of him every time I sit down
to play.
paper. Your body pages should
follow a pattern similar to your
introduction, but this time you’re
integrating your context and your
problem, before arriving at your
solution again in a natural way in
your conclusion.
Again: rules are made to be
broken. If breaking this format
serves a purpose for your paper,
then do it. If you feel like these
guidelines don’t really apply to
your paper, then go see your professor and figure out how to modify it to suit your needs.
Lastly, I know that with a long
paper comes the anxiety that you
will not have enough information
to fill those pages, but I can almost
completely guarantee you that,
once you start doing research, you
will find enough to fill up a goodsized paper.
Good luck!
-Fiona
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Insufficient Meal Plan Options
Theodore Kortenhof

Staff Writer

________________________

In most cultures, including Western culture, people’s
daily food requirements are met
through the consumption of three
daily meals. Lawrence University
does not conform to this standard, as its current meal plan only
provides students with two meals
per day. This quirky plan leaves
students hungry, and should be
changed. I propose a plan that
gives all students the option of
eating three meals per day.
Eating three meals a day is
important because it allows students to remain focused throughout the day. When someone eats
one meal in the morning and does
not eat until dinner, they will not
be able to stay satisfied until their
evening meal. However, deciding
to eat lunch and dinner leaves
one hungry in the morning. Three
meals per day is the easiest way
to ensure that someone does not
find themselves hungry during the
day.
Hunger can be a major distraction. Remaining focused
through a growling stomach is
not easy. For students involved
in the rigorous classes Lawrence
offers, distractions like hunger limit one’s capacity to stay
focused, and thus learn. For this
reason, it is important that students get enough food and eat on
the right schedule to ensure they
do not find themselves hungry at
inconvenient times. For most, this
schedule is three meals a day.
Currently, the vast majority
of Lawrence students are required
to buy into the $1,600 meal plan,

which offers four options. The
options are weighted towards
either more culinary cash or more
meal swipes, depending on the
preferences of each individual
student. The only people that are
in exception to this rule are the
minority of students living off
campus, super seniors and nontraditional students.
The most meal swipes a
Lawrentian can have per term is
150, which comes with $35 in
culinary cash. This divides out to
15 meals a week for a 10-week
term, providing about two meals
a day. Herein lies the problem:
15 meals a week does not allow
students to eat three meals a day.
Additionally, 15 meals per
week only takes into account
10-week terms. In truth, each
term at Lawrence is closer to tenand-a-half weeks, as finals week
after tenth week adds a few extra
days onto the schedule.
The other meal plans are
not much better. The other plans
trade meal swipes for more culinary cash, but the balance is still
off. Dividing out the culinary cash
per term does not make up the
difference of the sacrificed swipes,
let alone begin to cover the discrepancy between the Lawrence
plan and a standard three meals
a day.
Ideally, students would be
given the option of a plan offering 21 meals a week, for the
10-week term, and an additional
nine meals for the three-day finals
week at the end of every term.
This would come to 219 meals per
term, rather than the maximum of
150 currently available.
The current plan is rationalized by the fact that some
students require less food than
others. So subjecting the whole

school to a meal plan where they
receive three meals a day forces
some students to spend more for
their meal plan than they really
need. While this makes sense to a
degree, this rational falls to pieces
when the concept of a one-sizefits-all meal plan is called into
question.
Were Lawrence to switch to
a tiered meal plan, it could be
better tailored to fit the needs of
different groups of students. This
would ensure that everyone gets
as much food as they need. Rather
than subjecting all students to a
$1,600 meal plan, plans of varying
prices should be introduced. This
way, a student that only wants
two meals a day could buy into a
less expensive plan, while bigger
eaters could spend more to get the
food they need.
As I previously mentioned,
with only a few exceptions,
Lawrence students are all forced
to buy into Lawrence’s “full” meal
plan. Forcing students to buy into
a “full” meal plan that does not
provide adequate food for everyone is unfair.
I have raised this issue with
Lawrence’s campus administration and was told there is not
sufficient demand on campus to
warrant a different meal plan. I
respectfully disagree. I believe
that more people than just myself
are not satisfied with the currently available meal plan.
This brings me to a call to
action. I hope that in reading this,
the hungry people of Lawrence
are driven to voice their discontentment to campus at large. Were
a hungry group on campus to
make itself known, it could catalyze the creation of a new and sufficient meal plan.
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Dark, mysterious men in fiction
Bridget Keenan
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Weird fiction tropes include,
but are not limited to, dark and
mysterious men. They are everywhere in teen and romantic fiction. These unconventional men
are popular because they combine socially desirable aspects of a
partner with socially undesirable
ones.
Some prominent examples of
dark and mysterious men include
Edward Cullen from “Twilight”
and J.D. from “Heathers.” These
men are usually conventionally
attractive, although they always
ruin the life of the main character
by seducing them and changing
their will. Dark mysterious men
mirror Incubi in this sense.
Surprisingly, dark and mysterious men are not portrayed as
villains, but typical people. They
go to high school, have regular
jobs and have fulfilling but unexciting sex lives. Many of these
men, such as J.D. from “Heathers,”
start out as likable characters or
love interests, and only after digger deeper into their personalities
do we start siding against them.
This most likely exists as an
escapist alternative to traditional
female love interest. For personal
and social reasons, it is reason-

able to assume that many women
are sick of being told to lust after
the same vanilla men. The dark
and mysterious man provides a
more interesting and more relatable alternative to his humdrum.
Dark and mysterious men
have traits that are socially forbidden and associated with the
margins. The stereotypical dark
man is quiet, gloomy and dangerous. These traits are heavily
present in both J.D. and Edward.
Stereotypically, little to no backstory will be given on them before
the female role takes interest in
them; the implication being that
it is too much for the protagonist
to bear.
Although this is never directly presented, the most salient
characteristic of dark mysterious men is that interaction with
them is forbidden, often for reasons of safety. The protagonist is
encouraged to stay away, either by
social restriction or direct word of
mouth. The ideology of lifestyle
of the dark mysterious man often
clashes with that of the protagonist.
Reasons for condemnation
vary from story to story, and often
from interpretation to interpretation. Not all dark and mysterious
protagonists rely on racial discrimination and coding to make
their point. Although not strictly

necessary, the dark and mysterious man is usually the darkest
white-coded character.
Dark mysterious men exist as
a flip to the traditional conservative male love interest. They are
cheerless, uncaring and unabashedly successful characteristics
rarely typical of a hero. The female
gaze in these stories focuses on
men who promise social success
and security, not men who automatically rule out the possibility
of either.
Who exactly this appeals to
is unclear. However, the strongest evidence points to the theory
that dark and mysterious men
represent a less altruistic side of
love. Whether sanctioned by the
author or not, relationship abuse
is almost a guaranteed element.
Love is usually such a desirable
thing that having an undesirable
love interest is enough to completely shake up the usual tropes.
I do not know why this is
considered a mainstream female
fantasy when it ties romantic love
so closely with danger. However,
the entire point of this troupe
is to provide a break from more
traditional romance plots, with or
without breaks to common social
norms.
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